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the sims 4 has always been about role-playing. kyutsos passionate
romance mod embodies that ideal and expands upon romance

options. with a new menu option passionate romance, make your sim
goose a lover or friend, which is the act of pinching someones rear.

the receiver can either accept it and kiss you or leave a nice
handprint on your face. being successful with any romance options is
directly linked to a sims relationship. depending on your grip on the

delicate nature of gaming realism, you might be curious to see ghosts
having babies. modder polarbearsims is the mind behind the ghost
can have babies! mod, so direct any and all disapproving glances at

them. with ghosts being able to have relationships and get married, it
seems the logical next step was to have those same ghosts get

pregnant. as a point of note, this wont result in a ghost baby, but due
to the miracle of childbirth will instead give you an actual newborn to
take care of. depending on your grip on the delicate nature of gaming

realism, you might be curious to see ghosts having babies. modder
polarbearsims is the mind behind the ghost can have babies! mod, so
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